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Abstract

In empathetic conversations, humans express001
their empathy to others with empathetic intents.002
However, most existing empathetic conversa-003
tional methods suffer from a lack of empathetic004
intents, which leads to monotonous empathy.005
To address the bias of the empathetic intents006
distribution between empathetic dialogue mod-007
els and humans, we propose a novel model008
to generate empathetic responses with human-009
consistent empathetic intents, EmpHi for short.010
Precisely, EmpHi learns the distribution of po-011
tential empathetic intents with a discrete la-012
tent variable, then combines both implicit and013
explicit intent representation to generate re-014
sponses with various empathetic intents. Exper-015
iments show that EmpHi outperforms state-of-016
the-art models in terms of empathy, relevance,017
and diversity on both automatic and human018
evaluation. Moreover, the case studies demon-019
strate the high interpretability and outstanding020
performance of our model.021

1 Introduction022

Empathy is a basic yet essential human ability in023

our daily life. It is a capacity to show one’s car-024

ing and understanding to others. Many types of025

research have been conducted on empathetic ex-026

pression to enhance the empathy ability of Arti-027

ficial Intelligence, e.g., computational approach028

for empathy measurement (Sharma et al., 2020),029

empathetic expression understanding in newswire030

(Buechel et al., 2018), online mental health support031

(Sharma et al., 2021), etc. In this work, we fo-032

cus on the task of generating empathetic responses033

(Rashkin et al., 2019; Lin et al., 2019; Majumder034

et al., 2020) in open-domain conversation.035

Existing empathetic dialogue models pay more036

attention to the emotion-dependent response gen-037

eration (Lin et al., 2019; Majumder et al., 2020).038

However, using emotion alone to generate re-039

sponses is coarse-grained, and the model needs040

to incorporate empathetic intent information. On041

I just started college 
again, and while I'm 

doing great in school, 
it has lead me to feel 

very lonely with a lack 
of social life.

I am sorry to hear that!

I know I broke up with 
my ex, but I can't help 
but feel irritated when 

he talks about going 
on dates.

A while back my cat 
knocked over and broke 

my mother’s urn.

Oh my goodness, I have 
a cat, I know how you 

feel.

I am sorry to hear 
that . I hope you find 
someone to help you.

That is so annoying. I 
would be upset too.
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Figure 1: EmpHi generates empathetic responses with
human-like empathetic intents (text in blue box), while
existing empathetic dialogue models generate responses
with contextually irrelevant and monotonous empathy
(text in orange box).

the one hand, the speaker often talks with a particu- 042

lar emotion while the listener shows their empathy 043

with specific empathetic intents, e.g., Acknowledg- 044

ing, Agreeing, Consoling and Questioning etc (We- 045

livita and Pu, 2020). On the other hand, see in 046

Figure 1, when the user expresses sadness, existing 047

models tend to generate sympathetic responses like 048

"I’m sorry to hear that." However, empathy is not 049

the same as sympathy, so the models should not 050

only generate responses with Sympathizing intent. 051

We demonstrate this phenomenon elaborately with 052

a quantitative evaluation in Section 2. In real life 053

situation, humans could reply with various empa- 054

thetic intents to the same context which depends 055

on personal preference. For example, given a con- 056

text, "I just failed my exam", an individual may 057

respond "Oh no, what happened?" with Question- 058

ing intent to explore the experience of the user, or 059

"I understand this feeling, know how you feel" with 060

Agreeing intent. These types of empathy are more 061

relevant, interactive, and diverse. 062

To address the above issues, we propose a new 063
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framework to generate empathetic responses with064

human-like empathetic intents (EmpHi) which065

could generate responses with various empathetic066

intents, see examples in Figure 1. Specifically, Em-067

pHi learns the empathetic intent distribution with068

a discrete latent variable and adopts intent repre-069

sentation learning in the training stage. During the070

generation process, EmpHi first predicts a potential071

empathetic intent and then combines both implicit072

and explicit intent representation to generate a re-073

sponse corresponding to the predicted intent. Our074

main contributions are:075

• We discover and quantify the severe bias of076

empathetic intents between existing empa-077

thetic dialogue models and humans. This find-078

ing will lead subsequent researchers to pay079

more attention to fine-grained empathetic in-080

tents.081

• To address the above problem, we pro-082

pose EmpHi, which generates responses with083

human-like empathetic intents. Experiments084

have proved the effectiveness of our model085

through the significant improvement in both086

automatic and human evaluation.087

• According to the quantitative evaluation and088

analysis, EmpHi successfully captures hu-089

mans’ empathetic intent distribution, and090

shows high interpretability in generation pro-091

cess.092

2 Related Work093

Empathetic Response Generation. Providing dia-094

logue agents the ability to recognize speaker feel-095

ings and reply according to the context is chal-096

lenging and meaningful. Rashkin et al. (2019)097

propose the EmpatheticDialogues for empathetic098

response generation research. Most subsequent em-099

pathetic conversation researches are evaluated on100

this dataset, including ours. They also propose101

Multitask-Transformer, which is jointly trained102

with context emotion classification and response103

generation. To further capture the fine-grained emo-104

tion information, Lin et al. (2019) introduce MoEL,105

a transformer with a multi-decoder. Each of them106

is responsible for the response generation of one107

specific emotion. Majumder et al. (2020) propose108

MIME, which mimics the speaker emotion to a109

varying degree.110

All these models focus on emotion-dependent111

empathetic response generation, whereas we pay112

Figure 2: Empathetic intent distribution of human in
empathetic conversation.

more attention to the empathetic intents and pro- 113

pose to generate a response that is not only emo- 114

tionally appropriate but also empathetically human- 115

like. 116

One-to-many Response Generation. Given di- 117

alogue history, there could be various responses 118

depends on personal preference. Zhao et al. (2017) 119

propose to learn the potential responses with con- 120

tinuous latent variable and maximize the log- 121

likelihood using Stochastic Gradient Variational 122

Bayes (SGVB) (Kingma and Welling, 2014). To 123

further improve the interpretability of response gen- 124

eration, Zhao et al. (2018) propose to capture po- 125

tential sentence-level representations with discrete 126

latent variables. MIME (Majumder et al., 2020) 127

introduces stochasticity into the emotion mixture 128

for various empathetic responses generation. 129

Different from the previous works, we propose 130

a discrete latent variable to control the empathetic 131

intent of response and achieve intent-level diversity. 132

3 Empathetic Expression Bias 133

Although existing empathetic conversational meth- 134

ods have shown promising progress, we reveal 135

there is a severe bias of empathetic expression be- 136

tween them and humans according to quantitative 137

evaluation. 138

Empathy plays a vital role in human conversa- 139

tion, Welivita and Pu (2020) make a taxonomy 140

of empathetic intents and calculate the frequency 141

of each intent in EmpatheticDialogues (Rashkin 142

et al., 2019). As shown in Figure 2, humans show 143

their empathy naturally by Questioning, Acknowl- 144

edging, and Agreeing intents etc. 145

However, there are no empirical experiments 146

have shown how empathetic dialogue models ex- 147
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I love my friend, she just 
drove me to class.

Context Encoder

Emotion
Classifier

Intent Keywords

Response
Decoder

Wow! You should do 
something back for her!

Vocabulary

Prior
Network

Recognition
Network

Intent Predictor

Context

+ +

Copy Gate

Response

𝜶

1-𝜶

𝑲𝑳(𝒑|𝒒)

Emotion

Intent

Implicit
Gate

Context Attention

Figure 3: The architecture of EmpHi, which consists of a context encoder, an emotion classifier, a prior network
(intent predictor), a recognition network, and a response decoder with copy mechanism.

Figure 4: Empathetic intent distribution of human and
MIME (sad emotion), the intent index represents the
same intent as in Figure 2.

press their empathy? To further study, we finetune148

a BERT classifier (Devlin et al., 2019) on the re-149

leased EmpatheticIntents1 dataset (Welivita and150

Pu, 2020). Our classifier achieves 87.75% accu-151

racy in intent classification and we apply it to iden-152

tify the empathetic intents of responses generated153

by the state-of-the-art empathetic dialogue model154

MIME (Majumder et al., 2020). As shown in Fig-155

ure 4, the severe empathetic intent distribution bias156

emerges while comparing humans to MIME. Given157

context with sad emotion, existing models usually158

generate "I am sorry to hear that" with Sympathiz-159

ing intent, which is not human-like and contex-160

tually relevant. In addition, we can tell that the161

empathetic expression of MIME is monotonous.162

We also quantify the intent distribution of other163

1https://github.com/anuradha1992/
EmpatheticIntents

empathetic dialogue models in the Appendix. The 164

results are similar to Figure 4. 165

We believe this phenomenon is caused by that ex- 166

isting models only generate responses according to 167

context emotion and lack fine-grained empathetic 168

intent modeling. Therefore, we propose EmpHi, 169

which generates empathetic responses with human- 170

like empathetic intents. 171

4 EmpHi Method 172

4.1 Task Definition and Overview 173

Given the context, C = [c1, c2, · · · , cm], which 174

consists of m words for single or multiple utter- 175

ances. We aim to generate empathetic response, 176

X = [x1, x2, · · · , xn], with human-like empa- 177

thetic intent. The whole model architecture is 178

shown in Figure 3. 179

EmpHi learns the potential empathetic intent dis- 180

tribution with a latent variable z, which could be 181

seen in Figure 5. Conditional Variational AutoEn- 182

coder (CVAE) (Yan et al., 2016; Zhao et al., 2017; 183

Gu et al., 2019) is trained to maximize the condi- 184

tional log likelihood, log p(X|C), which involves 185

an intractable marginalization over z. We train the 186

CVAE efficiently with Stochastic Gradient Varia- 187

tional Bayes (SGVB) (Kingma and Welling, 2014) 188

by maximizing the variational lower bound of the 189

log likelihood: 190

log p(X|C) ≥Eq(z|X,C)[log p(X|C, z)]
−KL(q(z|X,C)||p(z|C)),

(1) 191

p(X|C, z) denotes response reconstruction prob- 192

ability, q(z|X,C) is recognition probability and 193

p(z|C) is prior probability. Our method mainly 194

consists of three aspects: 195
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Figure 5: An illustration of the difference between ex-
isting empathetic dialogue models (a) and EmpHi (b).

• To capture the explicit relationship between196

the latent variable and the intent, we propose197

an intent representation learning approach to198

learn the intent embeddings.199

• We construct an intent predictor to predict200

potential response intent using contextual in-201

formation and then use this intent for guiding202

the response generation.203

• During the generation process, EmpHi com-204

bines both implicit intent embedding and ex-205

plicit intent keywords to generate responses206

corresponding to the given intents.207

4.2 Learning Intent Representation208

To achieve more interpretability, we choose a dis-209

crete latent variable that obeys categorical distri-210

bution with nine categories, each corresponding to211

one empathetic intent. Directly maximizing Eq.1212

would cause two serious problems: the relation be-213

tween the latent variable and intent is intractable;214

the vanishing latent problem results in insufficient215

information provided by the latent variable dur-216

ing generation. (Bowman et al., 2016; Zhao et al.,217

2017; Gu et al., 2019).218

To solve the above issues, we separately train a219

recognition network qr(z|X) to encourage intent220

variable z to capture context-independent seman-221

tics, which is essential for z to be interpretable222

(Zhao et al., 2018). The task of the recognition net-223

work is to provide the accurate intent label of the224

response, which corresponds to an intent embed-225

ding. Then, by maximizing likelihood p(X|C, z),226

the embedding captures corresponding intent rep-227

resentation automatically. The recognition network228

qr(z|X) does not need additional training. We uti- 229

lize the BERT intent classifier mentioned above, 230

which achieves 87.75% accuracy in intent classifi- 231

cation. In addition, as the sample operation easily 232

brings noise for the intent representation learning 233

when sampling a wrong intent, we use argmax oper- 234

ation to avoid the noise, the response reconstruction 235

loss is: 236

L1 = − log p(X|C, zk), zk = argmax
zk

qr(zk|X),

(2) 237

k ∈ {0, 1, 2, · · · , 8}, each integer corresponds to a 238

specific empathetic intent as in Figure 2. 239

4.3 Intent Predictor and Emotion Classifier 240

The intent predictor is based on the prior network 241

pi(z|C), which predicts the distribution of response 242

intent by the given context. During inference, we 243

sample potential intents from this distribution in 244

order to generate human-like empathetic responses. 245

Specifically, the context is encoded with gated re- 246

current units (GRU) (Chung et al., 2014): 247

ht = GRU(ht−1, E(ct)), (3) 248

where ht is the hidden state of GRU encoder, E(ct) 249

denotes the word embedding of the t-th word in 250

context, we use hm as context embedding, then the 251

prior network is: 252

pi(z|C) = Softmax(FFNz(hm)), (4) 253

where FFN represents Feed-Forward Network 254

with two layers. The prior intent distribution is 255

supervised by recognition distribution with KL- 256

divergence in Eq.1: 257

L2 = KL(qr(z|X)||pi(z|C))

=

K∑
k=1

qr(zk|X) log
qr(zk|X)

pi(zk|C)
.

(5) 258

Since the context emotion is proved to be beneficial 259

to empathetic dialogue generation (Rashkin et al., 260

2019; Lin et al., 2019; Majumder et al., 2020), we 261

also employ an emotion classifier to classify the 262

emotion situation of context: 263

P = Softmax(FFNe(hm))],

pei = P[i]
(6) 264

Given the ground truth emotion label et, the emo- 265

tion classifier is trained with cross-entropy loss: 266

267

L3 = − log pet . (7) 268
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4.4 Response Generator269

As for the response generation p(X|C, z), we con-270

sider implicit intent embedding for the high-level271

abstraction of an intent. In addition, we also intro-272

duce intent keywords for explicitly utilizing intent273

knowledge during the generation process.274

Implicit. To generate response with an empa-275

thetic intent, the most intuitive approach is taking276

the intent embedding as additional input to decoder277

during the generation process. We also consider278

emotion embedding as traditional empathetic dia-279

logue models:280

st = GRU(st−1, [E(xt−1); v(z); v(e); catt]),
(8)281

where st is the state of GRU decoder, catt denotes282

the context attention value which contains key in-283

formation of context (Bahdanau et al., 2015). v(z)284

is intent embedding and v(e) is emotion embed-285

ding, both will not change during the generation286

process. However, this may sacrifice grammatical287

correctness (Zhou et al., 2018; Ghosh et al., 2017).288

Therefore we add a gate operation to capture intent289

and emotion dynamically:290

Input = FFNi([E(xt); catt; st]),

Gate = Sigmoid(Input),

v̄(z) = Gate ⊙ v(z),

(9)291

where ⊙ represents element-wise product. Each292

time step, the intent representation is used appropri-293

ately according to current word, state, and context294

value, the gate operation is the same for emotion.295

Explicit. The empathetic expression is quite296

distinct over vocabularies, e.g., ‘know’, ‘under-297

stand’, ‘agree’, are indicative of the empathetic298

intent Agreeing. Therefore, we employ the copy299

mechanism to explicitly utilize intent keywords for300

intent conditional generation. See Appendix for301

more details about intent keywords .302

αt = Sigmoid(v⊤s st),

p(xt = wg) = Softmax(Wgst),

p(xt = wi) = Softmax(Wist),

p(xt) = (1− αt) · p(wg) + αt · p(wi),
(10)303

where {st, vs} ∈ Rd×1, {Wg,Wi} ∈ RV×d, d is304

hidden size and V denotes the vocabulary size. The305

copy rate αt is used to balance the choice between306

intent keywords and generic words, it is trained307

with binary cross entropy loss: 308

L4 =
n∑

t=1

qt · logαt+(1−qt) · log(1−αt), (11) 309

n is the word number of response, qt ∈ {0, 1} is 310

the truth whether the response word xt is intent 311

keyword. 312

4.5 Loss Function 313

To summarize, the total loss is: 314

L = λ1L1 + λ2L2 + λ3L3 + λ4L4, (12) 315

where λ is the hyper-parameter controlling the pro- 316

portion of its part. L1,L2,L3,L4 denote the losses 317

of response reconstruction, intent prediction, emo- 318

tion classification and copy rate prediction respec- 319

tively. 320

5 Experiments 321

5.1 Dataset 322

We evaluate our method and compare with others 323

on EmpatheticDialogues2 (Rashkin et al., 2019) 324

which contains 25k open domain dialogues. Follow 325

the same setting as the authors of this dataset, the 326

proportion of train/validation/test data is 8 : 1 : 1. 327

Each dialogue consists of at least two utterances be- 328

tween a speaker and listener. There are 32 emotion 329

situations in total, which are uniformly distributed. 330

5.2 Baselines 331

We compare our model with the three latest empa- 332

thetic conversational models: 333

• Multitask Transformer (Multi-TRS). A 334

transformer model trained by the response 335

generation task and the context emotion clas- 336

sification task (Rashkin et al., 2019). 337

• Mixture of Empathetic Listeners (MoEL). 338

An enhanced transformer model with 32 339

emotion-specific decoders to respond appro- 340

priately for each emotion (Lin et al., 2019). 341

• MIMicking Emotions for Empathetic Re- 342

sponse Generation (MIME). The state-of- 343

the-art empathetic dialogue model allows the 344

generator to mimic the context emotion to a 345

varying degree based on its positivity, negativ- 346

ity, and content. Furthermore, they introduce 347

2https://github.com/facebookresearch/
EmpatheticDialogues
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stochasticity into the emotion mixture and348

achieves one-to-many generation (Majumder349

et al., 2020).350

5.3 Evaluation351

5.3.1 Automatic Metrics352

• BLEU. We choose BLEU (Papineni et al.,353

2002) for relevance evaluation which mea-354

sures the n-gram overlaps with reference355

and compute BLEU scores for n ≤ 4 us-356

ing smoothing techniques (Chen and Cherry,357

2014). Since the state-of-art model MIME358

and ours are both one-to-many generators,359

we calculate BLEU recall and BLEU preci-360

sion (Zhao et al., 2017; Gu et al., 2019). For361

each test case, we sample 5 responses from362

latent space and use greedy search for MIME363

and EmpHi, use beam search for MoEL and364

Multitask-Transformer.365

• Distinct. Distinct (Li et al., 2016) is a widely366

used metric for diversity evaluation. Specifi-367

cally, we compute the number of distinct un-368

igrams (Distinct-1) and bigrams (Distinct-2),369

then scale them by the total number of uni-370

grams and bigrams.371

5.3.2 Human Ratings372

First, we randomly sample 100 dialogues and their373

corresponding generations from the three baseline374

models and EmpHi. Then, we invite five volunteers375

with master degrees to do the human evaluation.376

The annotators mark each response from 1 to 5 for377

empathy, relevance, and fluency.378

To clarify the marking criteria, we provide an379

explanation for each metric:380

• Empathy. Whether the response shows381

that the listener understands and shares the382

speaker’s feeling. Can the listener imagine383

what it would be like in the speaker’s situa-384

tion?385

• Relevance. Whether the response is relevant386

to the context.387

• Fluency. Whether the response is easy to read388

and grammatically correct.389

5.3.3 Human A/B Test390

Following (Lin et al., 2019; Majumder et al., 2020),391

we construct this evaluation task to directly com-392

pare our model with each baseline. We randomly393

sample 100 dialogue responses from EmpHi vs 394

{Multitask-Trans, MoEL, MIME}. Given randomly 395

ordered responses from above models, four annota- 396

tors select the better response, or tie if they think 397

the two responses have the same quality. The aver- 398

age score of four results is calculated, and shown 399

in Table 6. 400

5.4 Implement Detail 401

For MIME3 (Majumder et al., 2020) and MoEL4 402

(Lin et al., 2019), we reproduce their results using 403

their open-source codes and their default hyperpa- 404

rameters. According to the log-likelihood in the 405

validation dataset for Multitask-Transformer, we 406

use grid search for the best head number, layer num- 407

ber, and feed-forward neural network size. The best 408

set is 2, 10, and 256, respectively. EmpHi uses a 409

two-layer Bi-GRU as the encoder and a two-layer 410

GRU as the decoder, λ is set as [1, 0.5, 0.5, 1] re- 411

spectively. All the feed-forward neural networks 412

in EmpHi have two layers, 300 hidden units and 413

ReLU activations. For the sake of fairness, we use 414

pretrained Glove vectors (Pennington et al., 2014) 415

with 300 dimensions as the word embedding for all 416

models, the batch size is 16, and the learning rate 417

is set to 1e−4. 418

6 Results and Discussions 419

6.1 Results Analysis 420

In this section, we mainly testify: 421

• human-like empathetic intent boost EmpHi’s 422

performance in terms of empathy, relevance, 423

and diversity. 424

• EmpHi successfully captures the empathetic 425

intent distribution of humans. 426

6.1.1 Human Evaluation 427

As shown in Table 1, EmpHi outperforms all base- 428

lines in terms of empathy, relevance, and fluency. 429

The most distinct improvement is 15.1% on rele- 430

vance because our model does not only depends 431

on the speakers’ emotion, but also makes use of 432

the empathetic intents, which are contextually rele- 433

vant. It is worth noting that empathy is the primary 434

metric in empathetic dialogue generation. EmpHi 435

outperforms the previous SOTA on empathy by 436

9.43%, which directly indicates that human-like 437

empathetic intents are beneficial to the empathy 438

3https://github.com/declare-lab/MIME
4https://github.com/HLTCHKUST/MoEL
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Methods #Params. Empathy Relevance Fluency BLEU Distinct
P R F1 D-1 D-2

Multitask-Trans 20M 2.68 2.58 3.60 0.3072 0.4137 0.3526 0.4123 1.1390
MoEL 21M 3.18 3.18 3.95 0.3032 0.3614 0.3298 0.8473 4.4698
MIME 18M 2.89 2.90 3.77 0.3202 0.3278 0.3240 0.3952 1.3299
EmpHi 11M 3.48 3.66 4.34 0.3207 0.4723 0.3820 1.1188 5.3332
Human - 4.04 4.40 4.56 - - - 7.0356 43.2174

Table 1: Automatic evaluation between EmpHi and other models. All results are the mean of 5 runs for fair
comparison. D-1.&2. are magnified 100 times for each model.

Methods Win Loss Tie
EmpHi vs Multitask-trans 56.5% 21.5% 22.0%

EmpHi vs MoEL 45.0% 28.5% 26.5%
EmpHi vs MIME 53.0% 27.0% 20.0%

Table 2: Results of Human A/B test.

Figure 6: Empathetic intent distribution of human and
EmpHi (sad emotion), the intent index represents the
same intent as in Figure 2.

ability of the dialogue model. Last but not least,439

a decent fluency score proves that our generated440

response could be understood by humans easily,441

where our model shows an improvement of 9.87%.442

In addition, the human A/B test results in Table443

2 also confirm that the responses from our model444

are preferable to baselines. Overall, EmpHi suc-445

cessfully generates empathetic, relevant, and fluent446

responses.447

6.1.2 Automatic Evaluation448

As seen in Table 1, the automatic evaluation is con-449

sistent with human evaluation. The BLEU recall450

and F1 score are improved by 14.2% and 8.34%,451

respectively. However, we only have a slight im-452

provement on BLEU precision, which is similar453

to (Zhao et al., 2017; Gu et al., 2019) because the454

precision is penalized when the model generates455

diverse responses. Also, the distinct value of uni-456

Methods BLEU ACCP R F1
EmpHi 0.3207 0.4723 0.3820 26.8%

EmpHi w/o intent 0.3105 0.4049 0.3515 21.9%
EmpHi w/o gate 0.3138 0.4634 0.3742 25.3%
EmpHi w/o copy 0.3215 0.4704 0.3820 25.9%

Table 3: Results of ablation study.

grams and bigrams are higher, about 32.04% and 457

19.32% than the previous SOTA, respectively. As 458

shown in Figure 4 and Figure 6, the empathy in- 459

tents of EmpHi’s responses are more diverse than 460

existing models, so the distinct scores improve sig- 461

nificantly. It should be noticed that our method en- 462

hances the relevance and diversity simultaneously, 463

which proves the effectiveness of human-like intent 464

in empathetic response generation. 465

6.1.3 Empathetic Intent Distribution 466

We apply the same approach in Section 3 and quan- 467

tify the empathetic intent distribution of EmpHi’s 468

responses to prove that EmpHi accurately captures 469

humans’ empathetic intent distribution. Comparing 470

Figure 4 and Figure 6, the difference between them 471

illustrates that our model successfully reduces the 472

bias of empathetic expression. The KL-divergence 473

of intent distributions between models and humans 474

are 0.025 for EmpHi, 1.949 for MIME, 1.545 for 475

MoEL, and 4.570 for Multitask-Transformer (See 476

in Appendix). 477

6.2 Ablation Study 478

We evaluate each part of EmpHi according to 479

BLEU and ACC, where ACC indicates the accu- 480

racy of whether the empathetic intent of generated 481

response is the same as ground truth. This value 482

is low because one context could have multiple 483

empathetic responses with various empathetic in- 484

tents. As seen in Table 3, there is a dramatic drop 485

in the performance of EmpHi without any intent 486

information (both implicit embedding and explicit 487

keywords). Therefore, this proves the effectiveness 488
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Emotion Nostalgic
Context When my wife and i started dating, our second date ended up lasting like 12 hours.
Reference That is a pretty long date ! Where did you guys go?
Multitask-Trans That is so sad, I’m sorry to hear that.
MoEL That is great! I am sure she will be fine.
MIME That is a good thing to do. I am sure you will do great.
EmpHi That ’s awesome ! How long have you been together ?
Emotion Angry
Turn-1 I just moved to this neighborhood and some dumb criminals shot one of my neighbors and

ran into the woods!
Turn-2 That’s not good. Do you own a gun?
Turn-3 I do! I want to be able to protect my son.
Reference That is always number one goal.
Multitask-Trans What did you do ?
MoEL That is a good idea .
MIME I am sorry to hear that. I hope you get it !
EmpHi Maybe you should go to the police.

Table 4: Comparison among EmpHi and other empathetic dialogue models.

9.51%

11.47%

13.59%

15.38%

26.27%

Agreeing

Encouraging

Neutral

Questioning

Acknowledging

Oh man, that's awesome. I 
hope you get it!Thanks a bunch! it pays much 

better than my current job, so i
really hope i do, but i think i got 
it in the bag.

That ' s great ! I'm sure you 
will do great!

What is the job?

I'm sure you will.

I bet you will ! I hope you get 
the job !

I know that feeling . I’m glad 
you got it !

I went to a job interview a few 
days ago, and i feel like i totally 
rocked it!

Figure 7: Case study of EmpHi.

of empathetic intents and the intent representation489

learning approach. As for implicit gate control,490

we can tell that it improves both response quality491

and intent accuracy because it helps dynamically492

capture intent information during generation. This493

result is the same as (Zhou et al., 2018). The copy494

mechanism provides EmpHi the ability to explic-495

itly use intent keywords and thus contributes to the496

intent accuracy.497

6.3 Case Study498

Intent-level diverse generation. Through sam-499

pling intents in the discrete latent space, EmpHi500

generates different responses with empathetic in-501

tents. As in Figure 7, the speaker shows an excit-502

ing emotion for the opportunity of getting a better503

job. EmpHi generates empathetic yet contextu-504

ally relevant responses as humans. Besides, Em-505

pHi predicts the potential intent distribution and506

shows successful conditional generation based on 507

the corresponding intents, which improves the in- 508

terpretability and controllability of empathetic re- 509

sponse generation. We also have an error analysis 510

for a more comprehensive understanding of EmpHi 511

in the Appendix. 512

Compare with existing models. For the first 513

instance in Table 4, even though baseline models 514

show naive empathy in their response, it is hard for 515

the speaker to feel empathy because the response 516

is not relevant to the topic. In contrast, EmpHi 517

shows its understanding of the speaker’s feelings 518

and asks a relevant question to explore the speaker’s 519

experience. The second case tells the same story. 520

Again, all baselines express contextually irrelevant 521

empathy, whereas EmpHi truly understands the 522

scene and further reply: "Maybe you should go to 523

the police" with the Suggesting intent. 524

7 Conclusion 525

Overall, we reveal the severe bias of empathetic 526

expression between existing dialogue models and 527

humans. To address this issue, this paper pro- 528

poses EmpHi to generate empathetic responses 529

with human-like empathetic intents. As a result, 530

both automatic and human evaluation prove that 531

EmpHi has a huge improvement on empathetic 532

conversation. According to the anlaysis and case 533

studies, EmpHi successfully learns to be empa- 534

thetic consistently with humans and shows high 535

interpretability during the generation process. 536

We will add more empathetic intents, e.g., de- 537

lighting, cheering, persuading, etc, and try large 538

pretrained models in our future work. 539
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8 Ethical Statement540

Since this paper involves subjects related to human541

conversation, we have ensured that all the experi-542

ments will cause no harm to humans. The dataset543

EmpatheticDialogues is collected by (Rashkin544

et al., 2019), all the participants join the data collec-545

tion voluntarily. Also, the dataset provider filters546

all personal information and obscene languages.547

Therefore, we believe that the dataset Empathetic-548

Dialogues used in our experiments are harmless to549

users, and the model trained on this dataset is not550

dangerous to humans.551
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